Nebraska Science Standards Revision

A Sketch of the Journey Ahead

- **Fall 2015**: Build our shared Nebraska Vision of Science
  - [QR Code]

- **Spring 2016**: Alignment Study complete
  - [QR Code]

- **Summer 2016**: LINKS
  - Professional development opportunity related to 3-D teaching/learning

- **Spring/Summer 2017**: Public input
  - Writing and editing process continues

- **Spring 2017**: Selection of writing team and begin revision process

- **Fall 2016**: Stakeholder conversations

- **Fall 2017**: Adoption by State Board of Education
  - Adoption to... work with Science educators to roll out new standards, create new TOS, write new science items

- **Fall 2019**: Field test new NeSA-S items
  - NeSA-S will assess new standards
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